
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF RELIGION

501 HALL OF LANGUAGES I SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13210
315/423-3361

May 23, 1984

Head Librarian, White Collection
do The Cleveland Public Library
325 Superior Avenue, E.
Cleveland, OH — 44114

Dear Sir or Madam:

I enclose a copy of The Smith Agama Coliection: Sanskrit Bocksand Manuscripts reiating
to Pa.nTharatra Studies——A Descriptive Cataiog. As well, I enclose xerox copies of a few
reviews of the booklet (and, indirectly, of the Collection) for your infQrmation. These
materials should tell you as much as there is to know--short of examining the books and
manuscripts themselves firsthand-—about the so—called “Smith Agama Collection.”
Since bringing the Collection together during the 60’s and 70’s, the books and manu
scripts have been housed’in my own residence. However, it has all along been my inten
tiorlfto deposit the Collection ~n an institutional library where it may be permanently
accessible for wider usage by interested scholars. I had originally thought to have
all this done after my death. But my recent thinking is to have such matters tended
to sooner rather than later. That is why I write now to you at the White Collection.

I have myself made use on several occasions of the facilities of the White Collection,
and I have pleasant memories of many hours spent in the reading room there. Further,
as a native of Ohio [Toledo] I also have some sentimental reasons for wishing that my
peculiar collection of materials go back “home.” But, most importantly, it is the
character of the White Collection’s impressive holdings of Sanskrit texts which makes
me think of donating my P~ffcaratra books and manuscripts there; it is my hope that my
very targeted Collection might in some small way serve to supplement the already com
prehensive materials already housed there and, with them, serve future scholars of
Indol ogy.
It is my intention to give over my Agama Collection during the present calendar year,
even here the sooner the betterL I am presently having it appraised by Mr. Gurnek
Singh, Asian Bibliographer for the Syracuse University Library system, for obvious IRS
reasons. There are some minor duplications (as noted in the descriptive catalog, and
of which Mr. Singh is conscious), and I intend to weed out duplicates before finally
handing over the Collection. As it currently stands, less the duplicates to be weeded
out but including acquisitions made since the descriptive catalog was compiled, the
Collection requires approximately eleven running feet of shelving.
If you are interested in receiving the Collection, you should know that I do not intend
to make any stipulations about maintaining the Collection as a separate entity——for I
recognize that it may be most practical for you to shelve the books wherever most

• appropriate or useful, given space limitations and the like. Also, along with the books
and manuscripts, I intend to make a modest cash donation to help defray the costs of
integrating the titles into your existing lists——although that money would not be
forthcoming until after the end of August 1984.
But I think before we get into~ too many details, I should hear from you if, in fact,
you are even in a position to accept additional materials into the White Collection,
and, if you are, whether you have interest in this particular constellation of titles.
Accordingly, I will look forward to hearing from you at your early convenience to
know whether we should tr~ t c~iscuss further our mutual interests.

Very sincerely yours, .J~4
H. Daniel Smith - Professo f Reli ion home phone: 315-478-842E
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Professpr H. Danie~ Smith
Professor of Religioh
Syracuse University:
501 Hall of Languages
Syracuse, New York 13210

~art*~fOr~Snifth:

Your letter dated May 23, 1984 was received today

May 29, 1984

I discussed with Miss Marian Huttner, Deputy Director, your generous otfer
of donating your AGAMA COLLECTION of books and manuscripts to the John G
White Collection She concurs with me that we are fortunate, indeed, to be
the recipient of your splendid gift She has given me peniiiss,jon to express
our interest in accepting your gift under the generous and liberal conditions
outlined in your letter The terms of your gift are in line with our
Library’s policies, and I am sure that they will be acceptable to the
Library admi ni strati on

to report that our collections on India are continuously being
We would consider the addition of your materials relating to
studies an important acquisition of scholarly resources

ookihg forward to hearing from

Huttner, Deputy Director
Robinson, Head, Main Library

325 SUPERIOR AVENUE OHIO 44114-1271 216 623-2800CLEVELAND,
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF RELIGION

501 HALL OF LANGUAGES I SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13210
315 /423~3861

June 14, 1984

Mrs. Alice N. Loranth, Head
Fine Arts & Special Collections Department
Cleveland Public Library
325 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, OH - 44114—1271

Dear Mrs. Loranth:

I am very pleased to know from your letter of May 29th that the Cleveland Public Library
is willing to accept my donation of the Smith Agama Collection for integration into the
John G. White Collection. It remains now only to work out the details.

It is my hope to be able to find a weekend soon to go through the Agama Collection with
my graduate student assistant and to weed out cf~p1icate books, then to pack the books
and manuscripts in boxes. My first choice is f~’bring the boxes myself sometime in mid—
or late July. (Would that not be too inconvenient?) If the timing does not work out,
my second choice will be to ship the books in their boxes to the Library—-again, I hope,
sometime in mid- or late July.

If you have any instructions in regard to how I should pack the books (e.g., according
to alphabetical order of titles as found in the Catalog, or according to size only), I
would be most happy to oblige as, in any case, they must be packed one way or another.
My thought here is that I. would like to make it as.easy as possible at your end when it
comes to unpacking and inventorying them upon arrival.

Should I bring the books myself, I assure you I would)be in and out of your hair in no
time at all--I would coincide that pleasant duty with an obligation to return some old
family pieces of furniture and bric—a—brac to Toledo, so I would really just be passing
through, stopping only long enough to handover the book boxes to some responsible Li
brary agent.

I look forward to completing the ttansfer of this small, targeted collection into your
hands. I am very pleased to know that they will be available for future Indological
researãh scholars as part of the larger White Collection! I thank y~ for your interest
in these rare books and manuscripts.

Very sincerely yours,

H. Daniel Smith
Professor of Religion
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June 20, 1984

Pt’ofessor[j, Daniel Smith
Professor of Religion
Syracuse University
501 Hall of Languages
Syracuse, New York 13210

Dear Professor SmIth:

Thank you for your letter dated June 14, 1984.

We are very glad indeed to receive your Agama collection It would be just
fine if you could bring the books in late July I will be on vacation from
July 9 to July 16, but otherwise I am planning to be in the Library through
the Summer If I’ll know when you expect to come, I shall plan my schedule
accordingly, and be here when you arrive The Library is open from 9 00 A M
6 oo p M , Monday through Saturday Should you plan to unload the boxes at
the Rockwell street loading dock at the back of the Library, you may want to
note that the loading dock door closes at 5:15 P.M., and that it is not open
on Saturdays.

I would very much appreciate if you could organize your material in the order
of your printed catalog If this is not feasible for packing, because of
size differences, perhaps you could kindly note the catalog numbers in pencil
on the covers of the books, or on a slip of paper preceeding the title page
The numbering of the items would enable atr p:ages to house the Collection
in an orderly fashion until we can process them at a later date.

I am looking forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely yours,

Mrs. Alice N. Loranth, Head
Fine Arts and Special
Collections Department.

BOARD OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES • JUDGE GEORGE W. TRUMBO, PRESIDENT • DAVID M. NOVAK, VICE PRESIDENT • REV. DR. LEWIS RAYMOND, SECRETARy
• ARDELIA B. DIXON • PAUL 3. DeGRANDIS, JR. • MICHARV, KELLEY u MARCIA I.. FUDGE • ERVIN J. GAINES, DIRECTOR



Thanks for your letter of June 20th. I will certainly not be coming
before or during your vacation, so rest easy. I am planning to pack the
books on July 10th in a way consistent with your helpful suggestions.
Once that’s done I will be in a better position to give serious thought
to bringing the boxes to you. I will call witb final plans, and I will
call ahead as I near the city from the East. Most likely it will be
mid-week late in July.

in brief from Dan Smith

June 28, 1984

Dear Mrs. Loranth:

SMifl-f

Cordia greetings,
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CLEVELAND PUBLiC LIBRARY

To Dr. E.J. Gaines, Director
MV

From Mrs. A.N. Loranth~ Fine Arts and Special Collections Dept.

Subject: ‘Smith Agama” Collection Date August 3, 1984

Please note that the “Smith Agama” Oollectiori of Sanskrit books and manuscripts
relating to Pançaratra studies was received on Thursday, July 26,1984, on the
dày when I verbally reported that Professor Smith personally delivered his gift to
Special Collections.

068 5/79



THE SMITH AGAMA COLLECTION: SANSKRIT BOOKS ~
AND MANUSCRIPTS RELATING TO PANCARATRA~’
STUDIES, A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG. By H. Daniel Smith,?..._
Foreword by Agehananda Bharati. Foreign and Comparative
Studies I South Asian Special Publications, 2. syracuse: Maxwell -.

School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse University,~ ~
1978. Pp. xxx + 204. Paper, $6.50.

As Agehananda Bharati states in the foreword, this catalogue ~
describes a “collection of specialists for specialists” rather than a.
“collector’s collection.” It is therefore all the more useful and
welcome to scholars who would advance our knowledge of India ~
and its religious traditions. The Agamas areavastbody of sectarian” ~
texts, heretofore largely uncatalogtie& unedited, untranslated, u
unstudied, and, especially in the West, unknown. They are 4~ relevanto ~tf~

understanding Hindu symbols and rituals as they actually exist in—.(
many temples and homes. Smith deserves special thanks for de- ._~

scribing his personal collection and for opening it to the use of
other scholars. His catalogue of Sr1 Vai~aVa texts of the Pãii-—~ <~
caratra school should be a stimulus to the compilation and descrip-.$
tion of Agama collections based on other sectarian traditions. ~

Glenn E. Yocu,n, Whittier College
Whittier, CA 90608 -N
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840 JOURNAL OF ASIAN STUDIES

- Vol. XL/4 (Aug ‘81)
The Smith Agama Collection: Sanskrit Books and Manuscripts Relating to

Pãñcaratra Studies: A Descriptive Catalog. By H. DANIEL SMITH. Fore
word by Agehananda Bharati. Syracuse, N.Y.: Maxwell School of Citizenship
and Public Affairs (Foreign and Comparative Studies/South Asian Special Publi
cations No. 2), Syracuse University, 1978. rot, 204 pp. Appendixes. $650.

This catalog is another plank in a scaffolding that Dan Smith has been carefully
constructing over the past two decades in close cooperation with Indian scholars in an
effort to lift us to a new plateau in our understanding of the Päflcaratra ritual
tradition and of Hindu Tantric or Agamic religion in general, i.e., of the predomin
antly temple-oriented sacramental ritual of the vast bulk of practicing Hindus. The
significance of this work can be appreciated only in relation to Smith’s two-volume
magnum opus: A Descrzfttive Bibliography of the Printed Texts of the Pancaratragama,
vol. 1 (Baroda: Gaekwacl’s Oriental Institute, 1975), a chapter-by-chapter summary
of the contents of thirty published Paftcaratra Agamas or Samhitas (reviewed in
JAS 37, no. 4 [1977): 773—74), and vol. 2, An Annotated Index to Selected Topics Found
in the Printed Texts of the Pincaratragama (Baroda: Gaekwad’s Oriental Institute,
1980). These careful and extensive surveys tell scholars where they want to go on the
huge “ocean” of these texts, and this catalog will enable them actually to go there, to
gain a relatively ready access to all but one Or two of the thirty works surveyed and to
an increasing amount of other research materials on Päñcaratra as well. -

The bulk of the catalog (pp. 1—169) is devoted to bibliographic listings, brief
descriptions, and critical notes on the more than eighty primary Sanskrit texts
(agamas, sarnhitas, tantras) represented in the Smith Collection in the form of
printed books, manuscripts or manuscript fragments. Of the thirty printed texts
included in the Descriptive Bibliography and the Annotated Index, twenty-three are
included in the standard Devanagari script, while five are held only in Telugu
script. Only the late and “apocryphal” Agastya-sarnhit~ is unrepresented in its•
printed form. The “very late” and unrepresentative, but unfortunately more well
known, Jflandrnrtasara-sarnhita is held only in its English translation as Sri
Narac/a Pañcharatnam (sic) (for Sanskrit text see Vol. 38 of the Bibliotheca Indica
Series). The Smith Collection also contains English translations of the more impor
tant and representative Parama-sarnhita and Laksrni Tantra, lamentably the only
other translated Agamas. While the collection and its catalog in their present forms
are largely restricted in their usefulness to specialists and Sanskritists, they will have
served a much larger audience if they speed up the critical editing and translating of
these important scriptures.

The remaining two main sections of the catalog consist of listings of holdings of
“secondary,” noncanonical works in Sanskrit and Tamil and of supplementary studies
in English. These sections are much less complete and satisfactory than the first,
omitting such basic recent works as J. A. B. van Buitene&s English translation of
Ydmuna’s Agama PrJrnJnyam (Madras: Ramanuja Research Society, 1971) and
Gerhard Oberhammer’s Yimunamunis Interpretation Von Brahmasutram 2, 2, 42—45:
Untersuchung zur Pãncaratra-Tradition der RamJnuja-Schule (Vienna: Hermann
Bbhlaus, 197 1). As Smith notes in his introduction, “A good deal more has been
published by Indian, by other Asians, and by European scholars than has become
well-known” (p. xx). The usefulness of this catalog would have been greatly extended
by a fuller listing of such published and unpublished research (e.g., M. Matsubara’s
valuable thesis “The Early Pãflcararra.,.,” Harvard, 1972), whether held in the
collection or not. This weakness is compensated in part by a full listing in Appendix
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C of Smith’s own writings on Pãhcaratra. He should consider bringing his many
insightful but scattered critical notes together in a major work presenting the ‘state
of the art’ in Paflcaratra studies and ptoviding guidelines for future research.

Reference should also be made to a review of this work by the great Sanskritist,
the latej. A. B. van Buitenen (SouthAsia Libraty Notes and Queries March 1979, pp.
6—7), Although generally welcoming and laudatory, van Buitenen listed some
strictures that should be mentioned here. As an experienced editor of texts arguing on
“the principle of the best possible evidence,” he urged that the currently held
Devanagari transcripts of manuscripts be supplemented by photocopies of the
originals. He also argued that the usefulness of the catalog was seriously restricted by
the lack of a topical index to the contents of the texts held and by the description of
the contents of the individual chapters either by simply transliterating the Sanskrit
titles or by listing “No title” if one is lacking. ‘While the force of these criticisms is
lessened for the printed texts surveyed in Smith’s above-mentioned Descriptive Bibliog
raphy and Annotated lnckx, they hold for the numerous other texts included in the
collection. For one of the texts (Bhdradvdja-sarnhita), Smith himself provides the
desired model, e.g., “Ch. 1. (100 ~ls.) (No title: A discussion of prapatti, good
behavior, and of how sin is removed)” (p. 89).

Smith is well aware of the unfinished nature of this catalog and in the introduc
tion outlines a thorough and ambitious plan for the future growth of the collection
(pp. xviii—xxii). He deserves our gratitude for the solid basis he is laying for progress
in the understanding of this major Hindu ritual ttadition.

WALTER G. NEEVEL, JR.

University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee

An Exploration of India: Geographical Perspectives on Society and Culture.
Edited by DAVID E. SOPHER. Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1980.
334 pp. Author Index, General Index. $19.50.

This is an important book because it reports research into the social and cultural
geography of India carried out in the Department of Geography at Syracuse Universi
ty. The papers are the product of many years’ collaboration between David Sopher,
who is an internationally known cultural geographer, and some of his former
students. Collectively they are an impressive statement about the dynamic and
innovative approach to the study of India that evolved under Sopher’s guidance
through the 1960s and l970s.

The book has several preliminary sections that contain valuable information about
the conventions employed by the authors, an informative discussion about social and
cultural geography, data limitations, and the scope of what is to come. The substan
tive contents are divided into four parts. In the first part, Bharat L. Bhatt reviews the
ways in which social scientists and historians, as well as geographers, have comprehended
the geographical expression of Indian culture and society and concludes by arguing
for the importance of the insider’s viewpoint to the study of Indian regions, for a
study •of “folk geography” that could provide a basis for the analysis of spatial
behavior and spatial planning. Part Two includes three essays that clarify all-India
cultural patterns. The matter of each of these papers— rural marriage fields (Michael
J. Libbee), cultural variation in consumption of poultry (Molly Debysingh), and
differences between male and female literacy levels (Sopher)—appears to have little in



This work is a critical1~ annotated catalog for this collection of canonical texts
and secondary studies relating to the P~iicaratra school of ~ .vai~pava En~
duisrn, one of several “ägamic” schools of the Vi~çute branch of Hinduism.
The collection’s Scope includes probably the largest gathering of saqthitd texts,
the primary text~’ of the paiicarãsragama, and numerous secondary works
comprising manuals, compendia, monographs and commentaries.

Professor Smith’s work consists of two major sections: the ~rst a listing of
primary texts of the pancaratragamaplaced in alpabetical order following the
Sanskrit sequence and the second a listing of secondary works of the P~ficarStra
school and other supplementary materials. Two minor segments which follow
include a list of English language works related to “agamic” studies and three
appendices. Each principal entry includes a full bibliographic citation and
description, a statement of the book or manuscript’s physical condition, and
several paragraphs discussing the work’s place in the pancaratragama, its
authority, and related historical and textual aspects. The bibliographic entry
and description appear consistent in exprossion and the annotation authoritative.
The catalog is obviously the work of a dedicated knowledgeable scholar intended
for other experts in anthropology, history, religion and Sanskrit.

The historical setting of this collection of Pañcarätra materials rests in Ancient
India ranging from approximately the third to the eighth century A.D. It is
generally accepted that Paflcarãtra originated in northern India, possibly
Kashmir, and then spread to the Dravidian areas of South India where additional
texts were composed. Today the largest Indian collection of P5iicar~tra mate
rials are located in Madras.

The Paflearatra Agamas of the Smith Agama Collection display the principal
use of the Vaishnavite sectarian mantra with its emphasis on Vishnu. The
Agama thus substituted Tantric for Vedic mantras, the latter having formerly
been more restrictively used by orthodox Brahmans for religicus instruction.
In contrast the sectarian Tantric mantras wore taught by any preceptor or
guru familiar with their meaning and use. Typically the flncaratra Agama
texts emphasized mental rather than external worship eliciting the final yogic
stages of meditation, concentration, and absorption. Earlier Sarnhith texts
similarly attended to knowledge and concentration but paid greater attention
to temple building, making of images, and carrying out rohgious and social
rites.

Within the total history and scope of Hindu thought, P5ficarätra studies
form only a minor segment. The Smith Agania Collection, however, is an impor~
taut bibliographic tool for the research of P~noarãtra studies conducted in the
United States. Its high degree of inclusiveness should allow the researcher to
proceed with adequate confidence. If the acquisition plans for the Smith Agama
Collection proceed as stated, let us hope a supplement to this important catalog
will be forthcoming.

Smith, H. Daniel: The Smith Agama Collection: Sanskrit Books and Manu.
scnpts Relating to Pancaratra Sttzdies: A Descriptive Catalog. South Asian
Special Publications 2, (Syracuse, Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public
Affairs, 1979), + 204 pp., $ 6.50.

Over the past twenty years H. Daniel Smith, Professor of Religion at Syracuse
University, has acquired Pâuearatra materials for the Smith Agama Collection.

Reprinted From
JOURNAL OF ASIAN HISTORY

EBVIBWS OF BOOKS156

Central Michigan University
John P. Riddick
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The Smith Agazna Collection: Sanskrit
Books and Manuscripts Relating to
PY.ffcaratra Studies, a Descriptive
Catalog,byH. Daniel Smith: Foreword
by Agehananda Bharati (Foreign and
Comparative Studies/South Asian
Special Publlcatior~ 2; Maxwell
School of Citizenship and Public
Affairs, Syracuse UniversIty, 978);
xxx and 204 p , Foreword, Introduc
tIon, 3 appendices

By J.$.B yan Bul-tenen
University qf Chicago

For those who ~re interested in the
substantive part of <Tantrism, which is
ritual, H Daniel Smith’s description of
his collection of Paffoaritra te<ts will
be we I come nd~d:~ :n~Jitra . ctescr I
es ~bove al) ~ne of the principal ritual
schools of South lnçiian Vaisnavism (the
other 1s~VaikMnasa) with extensions
Intp northwestern India These texts
arc an Important part of the fourth wave
of Sanskrit Hindu literatures, after the
V:04tc corpus, thQ Epics, and the Pur~nas.
They have not received much notice unti I
rec~ntly, in part becçuse the inclina—
•t!o~ qt Ihdology Is ciassicistlc, in part
becausç they werehard to co.e by; until
Otto Schrad~r’s Introduction to the
flffcar~tra and the Ahir.budhnya Sarnhit~
(Adyar, 1916) P5Wcar~tra was virtually
unknown territory.

Over the fast twenty years Smith
has been collecting published texts and
transcripts of manuscripts of the P~’ca—
ratra school and has earned the gratitu
de of us all for his patient labor, his
present Description, and his willingness
tbshare his maNrials with his colleag—
ues~ His is no doubt a unique cot lec—
tion, ~t onôe representative and expand
able, I wish I had ‘known the details of
his collection when I edited and trans—
lat@d YAmuna’s Xgawapr&b5~ya, the earl i—
est discourse on these texts; it would
have significantly improved my apparatus.

But I have some strictures. Smith
has contented himself with devan~garT
transcripts of the manuscripts he search
ed out. The bulk of the MSS. are from
the Adyar Library, the Government Manusc
ripts Library of the University of Madras,
the Kendriya Sanskrtt Vtdyapeetha at
Tirupati, and the Oriental Institute of
Baroda, at all of which facilities for
inicrofilming exist. By the principle of
the best possible evidence it would have
been desirable to have photocopies of the
original MSS. along with the transcripts.
These, of course, can still be added.

The Description could be improved.
Apart from a number of erroneous trans
criptions (the most marring being S~tt—
vata for S~tvata), the Description could
have borne a little more work. For exam
ple, under Aniruddha—Sarfl32it~, which has
been printed,~, Smith recOr~ds a three—page
MS fragment, which, he nptes, “may or
may not be part”~of the printed text;
this could have been checked out in a
couple of hours. There are other such
uncertainti~ tt~t cpulcj have been resol
ved one way ~‘r ~the qthqr,

My gravest 9~je;tIon~ is to the
description pf.the qàntepts of the texts.
In the major’i4yiof cases,,.tL~e te~ts tr~di—
cate the topics qf~t~hç component chapters,
and Smith duJy nptQs th~m, but by simply
transliterating the’ San%Iq-it. It may
seem odd for a Sanskrltist to complain
about this, for he does not n9ed it, but
for everyonç else interesteçj In this type
of material who is not a Sanskritist’ a
translation of these u~ually qqite brief
chapter titles Is essenti~l, 9,$.~4ñku—
arpana”Profferjng the Sprouts.”~ Where a
chapter goes untItI~d, Smith contents
himself with ‘T([b title),” instead of
providing a bracketed one—word descrip
tion of the contents. This failure is
most conspicuous in the description of
the Parägaacu~aThza~ii obtained from the
India Office Library, In which he simply
perpetuates the lack of lnforrn~tion of
A Catalogue of Sanskrit .,, Manuscripts
by offering “no titles” for 40 out of 95
chapters. By providing Epgli.sh transla
tions of evailable chapter headIngs and
supplying them where they do not exist,
Smith would have enhanced the v~lue of
his Description for non—Sanskritist and
Sanskritist alike,

Tbe~ he could eas!Iy have 9on9 one



significant step farther by providing an
Index of topics as supplied by these
titles under simple rubrics like Festi
vals (utsava), image Erection (Pratizn~—
pratistjiâ), etc., so that a researcher
interested in the rites accompanying
such events could conveniently, before
trave!ing to Syracuse, have identified
precisely the parts of the texts he
would study or copy. Smith must have
real ized this desIderatum, for he announ
ces as forthcoming in the Gaekwad Orien
tal Series An Annotated Index to Selected
Topics Foupd in the Printed Texts of Pan
caratracara. For this we shall have to
wait. In the meantTrne a plain Index of.
all the topics would have Increased the
usefulness of hIs ~present Description.

Congre
script
reques
Ass i st~
ces at
meet 1n
1979.
Bhatla
Fasana
Jay (N€
Martin
L.P. Pa
AAS/ CON
Congres
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August 30, 1984

Professor
Professor
Syra Cu S e
501 Hall
Syracuse

H. Daniel Smith
of.Religion

University
of Languages

NY 13210

Dear Professor Smith:

I wish to thank you for your generous gift to the Cleveland Public
Library John G. White Collection. We are indeed fortunate to have these
unique books and manuscripts. They will enhance our resources on India
and will be valued by scholars who use this Library.

Only through the interest and generosity of benefactors such as
you has the Library been able to assemble such specialized holdings in
research materials.

Sincerely you s,

‘Ervin J. Gaines
Director

EJG:eh

CC: ~rs.
Miss

Loranth
Robinson
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